
Profiles of the Speakers

Mr Lim Chang Kiat

Mr Lim graduated from NUS with an Honours degree in 

computer engineering. He was awarded the ASEAN Scholarship 

by the Ministry of Education, Singapore for both pre-university 
and university study. 

Mr Lim has won many Math competition awards, from 
Mathematics Olympiad (Malaysia) 1st runner-up to Australian 
Mathematics Competition Distinction. He has been coaching 
Olympiad math and PSLE math for the past 6 years with proven 
track record. 

As he teaches his students investigation methods which are 
modelled after these behaviours, he was delighted to find that 
they also become good problem solvers. This unique approach to 
higher order thinking math problems inspired many gifted learners, 
and most of the advanced math learners are able to progress at 
several levels above their age peers under Mr Lim’s guidance.

Whenever possible, Mr Lim likes to show his students how their ideas can work. 
He is the chief editor of the book “Why Didn’t I Think of That?”, which showcases 
the creative puzzles made by students in Gifted & Talented Education Centre. 
He believes that with the right conditions, results orientation can go hand in hand 
with the some of the most idealistic goals of education.
  

Head of Mathematics

BSc (with Hons), National University of Singapore
Asean Scholarship (by MOE Singapore)
Math Olympiad Medalist (National Level)
 

Mrs Rina Khoo-Koh Sok Ting
Head of English 
BA (English Language)

Diploma in Education (NIE)

Mrs Khoo graduated from NIE with a diploma in education 
and degree in English language.  She has taught in top primary 

schools for more than 7 years. Through the 7 years, she has had 
great opportunities to work with high ability children (school based
 high ability classes) at upper primary school level, and developed 
a strong affiliation with the advanced learners. Her interest in 
language and literacy has developed her love for poetry and great 
works of literary arts, and she is able to diffuse the passion for
literature to her students.

Mrs Khoo is the Head of English at Gifted and Talented Education, 
and she has nurtured many students excel in English, not only 
gained admission to GEP programme, as well as winning award in 
writing competitions.  

Mrs Khoo is our all time favorite language specialist for both 
children and parents.


